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Are you planning to take your business to Europe but don’t know where to start?Have you

hired in Europe or established a distributor but are still not generating the revenue you expect?

Are your products available in Europe but you’re not meeting your sales target?Whatever stage

you are at in the European market, this book will help you recognise and understand where

things might go wrong and learn how you can put your business on the right track. With a

proven 4-step methodology, this book helps small businesses fast-track their sales in Europe

and reach that first million euros in sales.The methodology outlined is based on 7 mission-

critical pillars that every business needs to consider when entering the European market. The

last chapter of the book wraps these up in a powerful 4-step process to follow to maximise

sales and de-risk every step. This book will also show you how to scale beyond the magic

million. Christelle shares real-life examples and stories, making The 4 Steps to Generate Your

First Million Euros in Sales lively and easy to read. It is also full of templates, tools and

illustrations, making it a ready-to-use tool that can accompany your business on your export

journey to Europe.
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book, I had in mind a small business owner wanting to get started in the European market.

Ready, Tech, Go! The definitive guide to exporting Australian technology to Europe is a guide

that gives a snapshot of why small business owners should consider Europe and what they

should do to prepare for success.For this second book, I wanted to ramp it up and go in depth

in the methodology we have developed over the years at Exportia and that has proven to be

successful for our customers. This book will be a long-term companion for the exporter, from

initial sales to building a multi-million euros business.My goal in this book is to break our

method down into major steps for a small business to take and reach their first million euros in

sales, and go beyond.For those who have not read my first book, my world of export started

with driving 10,000 km a month in Europe through to doing a Paris/Frankfurt–Sydney flight

once per month. That’s my export career in a snapshot.I started in this extraordinary industry

20 years ago. From a corporate sales job in Paris in the IT industry generating 40 million euros

per year, to scaling Australian technology businesses to their first million euros in sales Europe-

wide, I have now become obsessed with one purpose: making as many small businesses in

the B2B sector reach their first million euros in sales.For this second book, I wanted to go in

depth into the methodology we have developed over the years at Exportia and that has proven

to be successful for our customers. This book will take you through four major steps to take

your business to success in Europe.I have come across hundreds of small businesses since I

founded Exportia in 2006. And combined with solid corporate experience, as well as

experience in export for a small business, I have noticed that the small and medium-sized

businesses we come across always make the same mistakes. Here are some of the most

common ones:Small businesses often have a short-term approach in Europe: ‘Let’s try it and

see what happens.’ If they don’t succeed after six months, they give up. Sometimes they also

give up because they run out of cash, not having anticipated that the results won’t come



instantly. Europeans take a long-term approach in business; they need to see you again and

again.Early-stage companies intend to sell to Europe without having built a track record,

whereas European buyers will only purchase from you if others have done so.Small and

medium-sized companies tend to appoint the first European distributor that comes to them,

without due diligence. It usually takes a few years for them to realise if this distributor is a waste

of time.I have seen companies appointing a very large Europe-wide distributor with exclusivity.

But it is often the case that large multinationals have their own agenda. They are hard to move,

and difficult to exit from.One of the mistakes that can be the most costly is hiring a full-time

employee based in Europe too soon. Even though it sounds logical, hiring in Europe to get that

market going without having some experience in the European market is actually a bad idea.

Small businesses starting in Europe often recruit a salesperson based in England, treating

Europe as a whole block, while not knowing exactly which country will pick up in sales first.

They end up with an English salesperson trying to get sales off the ground in France.

Unsurprisingly, it does not work.These common mistakes are just a few from a longer list. And

these mistakes result in years of delay in getting to a good result. Taking your business to its

first million euros in sales as fast as possible and with the lowest risk possible for your business

is our utmost priority at Exportia. And this book will train you in our methodology, so that you

can implement it in your business.How this will unfoldThe way we are going to achieve this

together in this book will be by breaking down our methodology for you. I will first take you

through our seven mission-critical export pillars. Our seven pillars are the key areas you always

need to look at. They are key success factors for small and medium-sized businesses in

Europe. Depending on which stage you are at in your business, whether you have a mature

business or you are a start-up, or whether you are an experienced exporter or a newcomer in

Europe, you will need to focus on different pillars.These seven mission-critical export pillars

are:ProductCustomersCountrySales channelsMarketingTeamDashboardsIn the first seven

chapters of this book, I will go through each of the seven pillars in depth. The great thing about

this structure is that at any time in your export journey, if you have any difficulty, you can easily

go back to the specific chapter related to your issue.In chapter 8, every piece of the puzzle will

come together into our 4-Step methodology to get you to your first million in sales. Chapter 8

will take you step by step through our process. The objective is to de-risk each step, so you can

proceed confidently into the next step having the information you need to justify going further

and investing further financial and human resources in your expansion in Europe.Chapter 8 will

guide you along each step. It will explain what to do when, according to the stage you are

at.First, I will take you through the Export Readiness Diagnostic. This is the first step. This is

where we check if your business is ready to export to Europe. If you are not ready, we go

through a list of actions you should undertake to get ready.The second step is our Market

Validation. During this second step, I help you define your top two European countries to target.

And in these top two European countries, I show you how we obtain feedback from key

potential distributors or channel partners and key end-users. All of this information helps us

validate that there is a market for your business in Europe. In this way, we can confidently

proceed to the next stage with the right strategy.In our third step, we roll out the strategy as

defined in the Market Validation. This third step is a Lead Generation phase. In this stage, our

aim is to get your first sales. We generate leads and focus on getting your first trials. At the

same time, we want to secure your sales channel to lock in the sale.Once we have generated

enough leads and ideally your first sale, we focus on reaching your first million euros in sales

and beyond. This is our fourth step, called Scale.I have broken it down into several sub-stages.

The reason is that you need to focus on specific mission-critical Export Pillars when you are



just signing your first deals, and your focus will be different when you are scaling your

European sales beyond one million euros.My objective for you in this bookMy objective with

this book is to get as many small and medium-sized businesses on their way to their first

million euros in sales, and to help them go beyond. I also want this book to be a methodology

that businesses can refer to at different stages of their development. I have included templates

and tools to make it as practical as possible.I am excited to think that potentially every business

owner or export manager could take their business to one million euros and beyond. Having

seen the transformation of businesses that work with us over the years, going from zero sales

in Europe to multi-million euros, I could not be happier if this book could contribute to scale

more businesses. It de-risks a small business to have their sales spread over several

continents. It makes them more attractive for investors. Small and medium-sized businesses

successful in Europe create jobs and contribute to their own economy. I also love to see them

compete successfully against large multinationals. This is one of my points of pride when we

work with our clients.Tech and meOur methodology and my business at Exportia are very

much focused on technology businesses. We have focused on small and medium-sized

businesses mainly in business to business (B2B) in the following sectors: advanced

manufacturing, electronics, machinery, medical devices, biotechnology, green technologies,

software, cloud-based solutions and digital.Our seven mission-critical Export Pillars and the 4

steps have been developed based on our track record in these industries.If you are in the

consumer goods sector, you may not find this methodology 100% suitable to your export

project. Marketing to consumers requires different mechanisms that you won’t find in my book.

However, I am convinced there is plenty of templates, advice and content in this book that will

still make it a useful read for your business.1|ProductFocus, protect, comply, and position your

productIn this chapter we cover important aspects about your products. First of all, we get you

to focus on the products that have the best chance of success in Europe. Throughout the book

you will see that the word ‘focus’ comes up many times, because being focused is an effective

way to succeed. Then another important factor is compliance. Europeans won’t buy your

product if you don’t comply with their norms and standards, full stop. After that, we look at the

ways you should consider protecting your intellectual property. (The good news is that Europe

is usually a safe place when it comes to intellectual property.) Then we look at shipping and

price lists. It will get quite hands on, as I will provide some practical examples. Following

pricing, I start to help you prepare for your first interaction with European clients: you will need

to formalise how you position your product against your competition. And finally in this chapter,

I’m going to take you through the elements that go with a product: aftersales, maintenance and

user manuals.So, first let’s look at the factors you must consider when choosing what products

to sell in Europe.Focusing on the right productsHow many products should I sell in Europe?

And which ones should I pick?If you have quite a broad range of products, you may wonder

which product to pick to begin your expansion into Europe. There are a few criteria you should

consider. First of all, it’s always better to pick the product that has the best credentials in terms

of quality. Your number one seller is a good start, because you would have a large number of

customers and even case studies you could draw on when entering the European market.A

great thing with a mature product is that you would have had time to fine tune any quality

issues. The first question a European client will ask is: who else is using it? Nobody wants to

be the first. European customers will be reluctant to buy a product with little track record. The

difficulty with brand-new products is their lack of history in terms of fault rate and quality. Even

if a new product is beautifully manufactured, or software is well developed, until it’s been used

extensively you can’t really 100% guarantee the quality of the product. And European clients



won’t take the risk of letting go of their current trusted supplier to take on a brand-new product

with no track record.Another difficulty with new products, with which you have limited

experience, is that you won’t be able to use customer testimonials.You may also have received

some European enquiries about a specific product of yours. And that is a good hint at the level

of interest from the European market.Another consideration is a product’s ability to meet

European standards. We will talk about that later in this chapter. It’s important for you to choose

a product that either is already compliant with European norms and standards or that can

easily pass the standards with a little work.If you are just entering the European market for the

first time, I would suggest you focus on a limited number of products, or even just one to begin

with. An important factor to consider is the cost of commercialising a very large range of

products in Europe to start with. If you want to start commercialising 20 products, you may

have to multiply a number of costs by 20; for example, the cost of trademarking a product

name, or of translating a product manual. It’s also more intensive to train a distributor’s sales

team on 20 products rather than one or two products. You will achieve quicker results from a

European distributor if you get their attention focused on just one or two specific products to

start with.When launching products in Europe for our clients it’s typically quicker for us to

generate the first sales for a limited number of products. Once we have developed the

relationship with European clients and distributors, we can then offer additional items. It’s also

easier to gather feedback about one or two specific products rather than 20.Typically, the

general rule we observe is to generate sales as fast as we can, be successful with that first

experience, and then we can expand the range we sell. This is also more cost effective for our

clients.If you really have no idea which product you should choose, the best way to decide is to

run a field test. Target a few European customers and distributors and ask them for their

feedback about several products, and ask them to choose the most interesting product

according to them. We conduct this type of testing for clients. It is quite efficient, but the project

needs to be positioned for the clients and distributors you contact as a research exercise,

particularly if your product is not compliant yet or if you have not defined the pricing yet.The

many ways to protect your intellectual propertyProtection of intellectual property is vital, but it

can also be challenging. On one hand, a lawyer is going to advise you to protect everything.

This will definitely be the safest approach. There are different ways to protect your intellectual

property overseas. An intellectual property lawyer can advise on this.On the other hand, you

have your budget constraints. Protecting every component of your intellectual property in every

single European country is costly. But protecting nothing and hoping for the best is risky. So,

you must assess what part of your IP portfolio is worth protecting. And are there specific

geographical areas that are worth more to your business than others; for example, the German

market might be bigger for your business than Bulgaria. How will this affect your approach?

What do you protect, how and why?Generally speaking, Europe is a safe place to do businessI

have to say that during 20 years of doing business in Europe, I have probably seen intellectual

property issues only on two occasions. On one occasion, an Australian medical company we

helped to enter the French market did identify a competitor headquartered in a small country in

Eastern Europe that was commercialising a similar product in terms of functionality. They

pinched the brand name of my Australian client and used it to commercialise their product in

Europe. After an evaluation of the size of this competitor, the business owner found that this

business was so small it did not represent any danger to them conducting business in Europe.

My client’s company name was also their brand name, therefore he felt that their brand was

highly recognisable. The business owner made the decision not to trademark the brand name

in Europe.Up till now I can report that my client’s business endeavour in Europe has not been



negatively impacted by this small player. Our advice at the time was still to register trademarks

in the European Union. However, my client’s business was fairly small and they did not really

have the resources nor the ambition to go strong in his development in every single European

market, so they did not register.Another example is a client of ours in the electronics industry.

They have aggressive European expansion goals. They also put a strong emphasis on building

their intellectual property portfolio. Hence, they really made sure they protected their brand

name with a registered trademark in every single European country. They went through the

trademark registration process. This registration process is publicly advertised, and companies

may object to the registration. And this is what happened. A UK company had registered that

brand name but for a different product. So, to get around that they had to specify along with

their brand logo the product category they fit into. And they then gained the ability to market

their product in the UK under that brand name.For a non-European company, there are two

ways to register your Trademark:The European Union Intellectual Property Office allows you to

register via a single registration process and at a single place a single trademark that covers all

member states. The Fast Track process has the advantage of being a cost-effective and

quicker way to register and manage your Trademark in one place. However, if your company is

not registered in the European Union, you must have a valid representative. Check the full

conditions of eligibility for the Fast Track registration process.1If the country where your

company is registered is part of the Madrid Protocol, you can register your trademark in the

European Union or in the chosen European country(ies) this way. There are 106 members in

the Madrid union at the time of writing.2Let’s now look at protecting your brand. The way to do

this is to trademark a name, a logo and/or a slogan. And don’t forget to trademark the logo as

well as the actual words naming the brand. I realised a few years ago I had always

trademarked my logo but not the actual word ‘Exportia’. So, I trademarked the word.

Interestingly, soon after I did, a gentleman contacted me to offer to cooperate as he found that

there were some synergies between our businesses. He owned a competing business to mine.

It was quite new. It struck me that he used a similar brand name to mine but added an

additional word to it. I had all my IP registrations ready for a lawyer to look at, and we asked

him in an e-mail to stop using this brand name. It was solved very rapidly.In that case, the

danger was that this person could create confusion in the market, and my clients and

prospective clients could be misled into thinking that his business was part of mine. Having

been active in the market for almost 13 years, he could have piggy-backed on my reputation,

credentials and my 13 years of hard work!12Check if your country is a member of the Madrid

protocol:Do I protect a product name or a company name?A question you may have is: do I

protect my company name or my product name? Well, this is a marketing question and a

commercial one as well. You need to ask yourself, will I mainly be known under my company

name? Or through my product name? Or are they both equally strong? You may decide that

your product brand name is actually what you sell and your company name does not matter so

much.Funnily enough, in my client portfolio I have both cases. I have companies with a strong

company name brand value, as it has a strong reputation and customers mainly know that their

company name means quality products. Their product names are not as strong, and look more

like product references. So in that case, it is easy: the focus is on trademarking their company

name across Europe.In other cases, I have clients that have a weak company name. Such

companies are mainly known by their products, to the extent that customers tend to only call

them by their product name. In these cases, clearly the product brand name has been carefully

protected.The choice of category under which you register your brand is also important, to

make sure that at a minimum in your own industry nobody else can use your name.Register



what most matters to you: your brand logo, and name (the actual word or expression), and

maybe your slogan or a motto if you have one. You want to pick and choose what is relevant to

you and what you think is important to protect for your business.What is at stake is to make

sure that no one prevents you from conducting your business and reaching your revenue

targets in Europe.In which countries should I protect my brand?One aspect of trading in

Europe is making a decision on how many countries you would like to protect your brand in.

There is a convenient system called the Madrid Protocol, which enables you to register a

trademark in every single country in the European Union at once. I find this quite cost efficient

for companies that are serious about the EU market and want to grow their business there, and

are planning to stay and thrive in the European market in the long run.It’s also something to

consider for companies that are building their business for an exit. You will get a better deal

when selling your business if you can demonstrate your business and its intellectual property

are well protected. It shows potential investors or buyers you have kept the competitors

away.Another reason for registering in the entire EU is that the European market is quite open.

EU members trade with each other to a large extent. It is very common that – for example – a

Belgian distributor will also have subsidiaries and teams in the Netherlands. You will see that

an Austrian business will also be active in Switzerland, and the reverse is also true. In addition,

if you target European multinationals, you will quickly realise they have factories throughout

Europe. Of course, you may want to do business with them as well. For these reasons, in many

cases it really makes sense to register trademarks Europe-wide.As far as the UK is concerned,

depending on how Brexit unfolds, you may have to register your trademark in the UK

separately. At the time of writing this book, negotiations between the European Union and the

United Kingdom are still in progress. It is unclear how the UK and the EU will collaborate in this

field. If you have trademark registered in the UK or are planning to register in the UK, I would

recommend you to check the latest UK government information.3Let’s consider if your

business has financial constraints and you don’t have the budget to register your trademark in

every single EU country. What smaller businesses usually do then is they will focus in the first

instance on one or two European countries. This will allow them to get a faster return, and it’s

more cost effective to develop one market at a time. It is very easy to just register your

trademark in the market you are active in as a minimum. Or another way to look at it is to

identify your top five European markets and to register in these five countries in the first

instance. In chapter 3 about assessing countries and in chapter 8 about the Four Steps, I will

share with you how to select the best European markets for your business.3Should I hire a

lawyer to register trademarks in Europe?Yes, you should. Intellectual property lawyers will have

the capability to screen the market for companies that have registered similar trademarks. It is

important for you to detect sooner rather than later that someone else is using your brand

name or can prevent you from selling under your brand name.A lawyer can also check if your

brand can actually be trade- marked. They will go through an assessment process with you: is

your brand name too generic? Can you make it more specific? Or more unique?Protecting

your innovation before you launch in overseas marketsPatenting: keeping the competitors

awayThe aim is to keep your competitors away. Therefore, you should have protected your

product or system innovation before you launch in Europe. For most companies that have

global ambitions this is very often part of the product development process. Research and

development (R&D) teams need to assess in the innovation process what can be patentable.In

this process, you will also assess how fierce your competition is and where your competitors

come from. This is essential for you to precisely define your positioning versus your

competitors.In addition, you can make sure you don’t infringe on anyone else’s intellectual



property. This protects you from future trouble, particularly if you are competing with large

multinationals as they have the financial means to defend their rights.To protect your innovation

and evaluate your competition, your R&D team may, if appropriate, elect to patent your

technology. This is extremely valuable. You protect your work, but you will also gain a very

thorough competition analysis during the patenting process. Your intellectual property lawyer

will assess which European and other international players have registered patents in your field

and what unique parts of your product innovation you could register. The Patent Cooperation

Treaty (PCT) enables applicants to register their patent in a large number of countries

simultaneously.When registering a patent, a critical step is to lodge it prior to communicating

any information to the market. The timing is important for your product launch in Europe.

Intellectual property lawyers will guide you through the process. If the process has been

conducted the right way, you can confidently talk about your product when the innovation is

patent pending. You can state in your communication that it’s patent pending.Other ways to

protect innovationSome of my clients have decided not to go through the patent process, or

were not able to. They have either decided to keep their innovation secret, or – as with one of

my clients – they are playing in a very niche industry. That client thought that the cost for him to

patent was too high and the risk of any new competitor coming into the industry was low. He is

in the plastics industry, and he also judged that the barriers to enter the market were high given

the investment cost to get their mould fabricated.Another client of mine was not able to patent

one of the products that was going to be his number one seller. The reality is that his product is

far superior to the competing products: it’s smaller, lighter, and the performance is way above

the competition. So, not patenting has never been an impediment to their commercial

success.Besides patents and trademarks, you can also use copyright to register the

expression of an original idea. This is especially useful in the service industry. The service

does not have a physical product to sell and protect. Therefore, it is all the more important to

protect ideas with copyrights. You may also register the design of your product, as in its

physical appearance. This is called a ‘registered design’.The most critical element for your

success is to stay current and to keep innovating. And this can be a strategy of protection

against the competition in itself. One of my clients is competing against multinationals. They

were newcomers to a market dominated by large multinationals, but there had not been any

innovation in their market for the last 20 years. So, this newcomer is growing very quickly

because not only have they introduced a major innovation but they also keep introducing

innovations at a very fast pace. They are blowing away the whole market, and they are working

on staying ahead of the game. Their IP strategy is a mix of different elements, but the key to

their success is that they keep innovating, and the speed at which they introduce new products

to the market is phenomenal.One of the first questions you’ll be asked in Europe: do you

comply with EU norms and standards?Compliance is a legal obligationAnother element that’s

critical when launching a new or existing product in Europe is compliance. The European

Union has a harmonised standards system. It enables you to be compliant with one single

standard throughout Europe. Assume that you will have a standard to comply with. Again, use

professionals to confirm which norms and standards you need to comply with for your products

and what the process is. One of the most broadly used standards is CE Mark.Ideally you want

to use a consultant to check this out for you, unless you have a person who is competent in

this area in house who can check the requirements. But I’m always a supporter of paying for

the right resources to get the right information. This is a worthwhile investment.In terms of the

impact of Brexit on the standards, at the time I write this book this is not determined. Two

outcomes are possible:at a certain point, you will have the obligation to comply with UK



requirements that would have been developed just for the UKthe UK may well negotiate a

system of reciprocal compliance with a number of countries and with the European Union as

well.The first thing that a European buyer will ask you is: do you comply with the European

norms and standards? If you don’t comply you won’t be able to sell. There is no point starting

to make some efforts in the commercialisation process if your products do not comply.Be

conservative in terms of certification timelines when launching a productIn terms of timing, it’s

critical that you have a clear understanding of how strong your chances are of passing the

European standards, and also the timeframes within which you will obtain your approval. You

can maximise your chances of success as a product is at the design stage, ensuring that it

complies to the European requirements. However, the time it will take the testing house to test

your product and state whether it does comply with the European requirements is not under

your control. These certification bodies may have long waiting times. Or, your certification may

fail.The certification time must be taken into account in your launch plan. In this instance,

underpromise and overdeliver. There is nothing worse than promising a given launch date to a

sales team that will be excited to talk about a new product and will then be disappointed to

announce that the product is not quite ready.Do I need an authorised representative in Europe?

From time to time, depending on your product and if you don’t have a subsidiary in Europe, you

will be asked to have a local representative in Europe. Very often the role of this local

representative is simply to hold all the documents that prove your products comply with the

local European requirements.This is particularly important in the medical sector, where the

authorities want to make sure that in the event of any issue due to the use of a medical

product, they can rapidly get hold of the product and company details and access any

information they would need. In case of any problems, the first question will be: ‘Please provide

all documents to demonstrate that you are compliant with the European requirements.’Some

clients ask me if they should give this responsibility to their distributor. Personally, I always like

my clients not to depend too much on their distributors. I would recommend keeping the

authorised representative strictly independent; this way you have full freedom to appoint

additional distributors, and to also stop working with a distributor if you need to. At Exportia, we

have taken that role on a couple of occasions.Shipping to Europe: (mostly) a no brainerIn

almost 20 years of being in the export industry, I’ve never had any major issues in shipping

things to any European country. It comes down to having the right freight forwarder. They can

guide you through the process and documentation. Freight forwarding is a very competitive

market, so you have plenty of options.Let’s look at some of the things you should be aware

of.Always specify the ‘Incoterm’ in a quoteWhether you are in a price-sensitive market or not,

or if your product is quite large, the cost of shipping to Europe from your location may be an

important element in your quote.It’s quite easy to get an estimate of this. Any freight forwarder

would easily price several options for you. It is an interesting exercise for you to do in order to

understand the total price landed at your clients’ location, and whether you price your products

‘ex-works’ or not. Ex-works is an international term that defines what the shipping terms are. It

is an ‘Incoterm’ (international commercial term). You need to specify the Incoterm you choose

when you prepare a quote or create a price list for your clients, to avoid

misunderstandings.The Incoterms specify who – either the buyer or the seller – is in charge of

and will pay the following:the freightthe insurance of the goodsthe customs clearance, which is

the payment of the import duties, and local taxes, which is mostly VAT (value-added tax).It will

also specify at which location the responsibility for an item is handed over from the seller to the

buyer. It may be the port, or a specific address.As I write this book in 2019, the most favourable

term for you as a seller is ex-works; this means the buyer will organise the pick-up from your



factory and will arrange the delivery to their warehouse in their own country.In 13 years of

shipping goods from Australia to Europe, I have found that a few of my clients would not dare

quoting ex-works. However, I always strongly recommend using ex-works. Then you can be

more flexible. If you are dealing with a large distributor they would import an enormous amount

of goods, so they may have better shipping deals than you have. Therefore, more often than

not, it’s worthwhile for them to organise the freight themselves.For small goods, air freight is

still the most convenient, especially if you are not in a price-sensitive market. You can consider

sea freight instead of air freight either when your goods are quite large to ship or when the

volumes are starting to get high. A different Incoterm needs to be used if you are shipping via

sea.I advise you to consult the latest Incoterm definitions, as they are changing in 2020.A few

things to prepare before talking to a distributor or a clientFirst, to be ready to have your first

discussion with a prospective buyer, you need to know the delivery time to ship your product

either by air or by sea, depending on the delivery mode you have chosen.When giving a price

ex-works to a buyer, she will ask you what the cost of shipping will be. It is then very handy to

know roughly what percentage of the order value the buyer should add to work out her buy

price and include shipping and import duties. For example, you would tell her shipping and

import duties are a maximum of 5% of your order (of course it varies according to the size of

the order). This is a good number to have in mind.You can check the current import duties into

the European Union on the TARIC portal.4 For that you first need to check your International

HS Code (as part of the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System). European

Customs will calculate the applicable import duties according to your product category.5 Each

product is classified according to an International Product Classification. You need to find out

which category your product falls into; it’s quite an easy process.4European Union

website: .5Refer to definition by the UN: .If it’s too hard to calculate a generic percentage, just

do several simulations of shipping costs for three different-sized orders: for a small order, for a

medium order, and for a large order. You can then give several examples to your buyer.Another

option that’s also convenient to have prepared is a typical assortment for a first stock order for

a distributor. That will help you give some examples to a new distributor you are talking to. It will

enable you to give an example of shipping cost and import duties on a typical first order.What I

also usually like to know is the minimum order quantities (MoQ). This is something you would

be aware of from dealing in your domestic market. When shipping internationally, you might

need to make these MoQ a bit higher, to avoid excessive shipping costs.When is the time to

hold stock in Europe?Having stock in Europe enables you to provide fast delivery to your

European clients. This is a customer-friendly option. However, if you are still at the beginning of

your development in Europe, I would still continue to push for a direct shipment from your

factory, to avoid the cost of warehousing in Europe.Your distributors will have to hold stock for

you in Europe; this is what you should aim for. Clients will ask you where your European stock

is, but believe me it’s okay if you don’t have stock in Europe, especially if you are shipping air

freight. If a client refuses to buy from you because you don’t have stock in Europe, you need to

clarify if that is really the reason. It may hide another reason, so do investigate their

motivation.With most of my Australian clients, when they start to sell into Europe they ship from

Australia to Europe direct. It usually takes 7 to 10 days air freight. A few times, major European

distributors I have been dealing with mentioned that they were surprised how quick it was, and

that the European competitors sometimes took longer to deliver from Europe itself! This is

because the European competitors ship by road.Having stock in Europe does not always make

sense. However, in some instances you may not have any other option than having stock in

Europe; for example, if your product needs fast delivery. In that case, you need to investigate



which country would be the best location for your European platform.Having gone through this

process with several clients of ours, we found some very good options in Belgium and in the

Netherlands. They are traditionally two hubs for European logistics. One of the reasons is the

size of their ports: Antwerp and Rotterdam respectively. If you are shipping by container from

your country of origin, both of these ports are good options. You can easily obtain quotes by

asking for a list of third-party logistics providers from the Dutch and Belgian government

agencies in your own country. They will be very happy to help. Get several quotes to assess

and compare the cost of shipping.For now, I would exclude the UK as a logistics hub if you

want to be able to easily ship Europe-wide. There are some uncertainties as to whether goods

shipped from the UK to Europe will encounter import taxes. It all depends on how the

negotiations between the UK and the European Union go.If there is a specific country inside

the European Union with which you are doing a significant amount of business already then it

could be cost effective to have your European platform based in that country. If your growth

plan is large and Europe-wide, check several logistics hubs – and definitely include Belgium

and the Netherlands in the mix.Pricing your product for the European marketSetting a unique

European recommended retail price listThe first step in the pricing process is to have your

recommended retail price (RRP) in euros ready for you to use while discussing with a

European customer as well as a distributor. This is the price that a European consumer or end-

user of your product would typically pay.This is also called the list price. This should be valid

Europe-wide. There is so much communication between European countries that it would be

very confusing for a Belgian customer to see that the Dutch have a different price to them. So,

keep it simple and just have one price list. The British would typically want to have their prices

expressed in pounds. But generally speaking everyone – even in Switzerland – is fine with

euros. It does make your life easier as well to update only one price list instead of many.And it

needs to have a time limit – prices are typically valid for one year. Having a one-year validity

makes it easy for your customers to not have to worry about constant changes in prices. This is

particularly helpful for distributors as they usually update their prices on their catalogue only

once a year.If you commercialise through a network of partners or distributors, you cannot

insist they sell at certain prices. It’s illegal. But the recommended price list is a guide. This price

list is also the starting point for you to then determine a margin level for your distributor. I

strongly recommend you state your recommended retail prices excluding VAT (value-added

tax). It makes your life easier as different European countries have different VAT rates. You

don’t want to have to constantly update these for different countries. When selling to a

European business, it’s easier to prepare an offer excluding VAT, as companies claim VAT

anyway.If you are in the consumer goods industry, you will have to update these prices for

them to include the VAT of each country. When you are selling to consumers, you have a legal

obligation to display prices that include VAT, so that you don’t mislead consumers.The benefits

of having the price list as a separate documentThis price list should be publicly availableThe

idea behind having this price list separate from any special conditions or any distributor buy

price is that you can share it without any risk. It is also a good way to start a conversation with

a new distributor without sharing too much information at first.The other important point is that

it enables you to strongly encourage your distributor’s sales representatives to sell to this price

(even though it would be illegal to impose it on them).This is simple to implement and so

importantFor one of my clients, we launched their product in France and Germany. As we

recruited distributors, we had one single pricing document. This pricing table would include the

distributors’ buy price and the recommended retail price. It became a bit of an issue. We

shared this price list with their central purchasing and not with the sales team. We assumed the



central purchasing would do so.The sales representatives would then check their buy price in

their system, and add a margin to it to get their sell price. We ended up having to face major

discounting issues as we found that the sales representatives were not informed enough about

our recommended retail price. It created a lot of confusion, and we later decided to include in

their pack during each training our recommended retail price as a standalone

document.Therefore, I now recommend having the price list as a separate document. It

becomes really problematic when you launch a product in the market and its RRP is not what it

should be because of price confusion.I have noticed another advantage of keeping it separate.

Very large distributors often have a purchasing division and the product management divisions

that are mainly in charge of purchasing your product. Then they may even have a centrally

operated logistics platform for the rest of the company. This logistics platform, being a

warehouse and a dispatching centre, will have its own costs to cover. Therefore, the sales

departments, run as separate divisions, will be ‘charged’ internally the cost of buying the

product and the logistics platform costs as well. It means that a sales representative located in

a region will not see your buy price but the buy price plus logistics costs that have been

entered in his company’s IT system. It means that if you show him your price list, and the price

at which you sell to his head office, it might be confusing. It’s not a big deal, but you want a

salesperson to focus on the selling part. And all they should worry about is the price at which

they are selling. So keep it simple while communicating to them and stick to RRP/list price. If

they want to check their buy price, they can find it in their own company system and it is none

of your business.It’s a common practice for very large distributors to control the prices used by

their sales teams. They can, for example, communicate in their internal pricing system a higher

buy price than their actual buy price negotiated by the purchasing department. This way the

sales team has less room to use a low sell price, and overall for the distributors they maintain

higher margins.Your checklist for producing distributor price lists or client price listsThere are a

few points that need to be very clear in your price lists for European distributors or clients. This

very simple checklist will help you to create your own template, so you ensure there is no

miscommunication. You can also see how I have laid it out in the price list example on here.You

should make this document as generic as possible, and avoid having too many special

conditions, such as adding too many discount levels or special prices. You can instead, for

example, supply the information for specific offers you would make in an e-mail. A price list

needs to be simple and easy to understand.Here are the items you should include:the

Incotermvalidityinternational HS code(s)distributor marginminimum order value (MoV) and

minimum order quantity (MoQ)payment termsdelivery time.Let’s have a look at each of

these.The IncotermFirst, specify the Incoterm in the price, so you and your customers are sure

to understand each other. For example, ‘1,000 euros ex-works, Sydney, Australia’ or ‘1,200

euros DAP, Lyon, France’.Again, I strongly recommend having your price list expressed ex-

works. With one of my clients, we were dealing with a major French distributor, and they were

placing very large orders. To make it easy for them, we quoted in DAP (delivery at place),

delivered to their city in France. This DAP pricing included my client’s typical cost of putting an

order together, and typical shipping costs for typical orders. Then a few months later, the

French distributor started to request that we package the goods in a specific way: each item

inside each box was to be labelled individually, each box should only include one product, and

more.The DAP price had been based on an optimal packaging of the products. For example,

my client’s logistics department would pack different products in one box to make sure they

could optimise the cost of shipping. But with the new configuration asked for by the distributor,

this was not the case anymore. Hence, the stated DAP prices were no longer so



favourable.That is why I like to always push for ex-works; it really maintains my client’s best

interests.Indicate a validity and custom codeBecause you are communicating your prices in

euros, which may not be your home country currency, you want to give yourself the freedom to

update your price list. So, make your price lists valid only for a certain amount of time. You

always have to imagine that a price list will stay with a buyer for a long period of time, and you

don’t want a buyer to ask you for a specific price you gave them two years ago. Since then,

your prices will probably have increased.Also indicate your HS code, sometimes called a

custom code. European customs will calculate the applicable import duties according to your

product category.This is quite handy for your clients to see in this document. Based on this HS

code they can then calculate the cost of custom clearance.Distributor marginFor a distributor’s

price list, you will need to calculate a distributor buy price. For that you need to work out which

margin you are giving your distributor. In the sales channels section (chapter 4), we will talk in

more detail about examples of negotiation strategies with distributors. Here in this section we

focus on creating your standard price lists.My recommendation is to have the same format and

margin levels worldwide. Then you adapt and make specific conditions for each country.

Therefore, in your standard distributor price list your pick a margin that is quite favourable to

you. Let’s take the example of 35% – you apply this figure to every distributor price list for every

country you are dealing with. You can then use this ‘standard’ distributor price list as a starting

point for a discussion with a new distributor, for example. It does not expose you too much.

Then your distributor can obtain better pricing based upon good performance, such as

reaching a specific sales target. This is to be negotiated. (Again we will talk about this more in

chapter 4.)Some of my clients have made the choice not to have distributor price lists as a way

of minimising the risk of their distributor prices being seen by their competitors. The only

pricing document communicated is their end-user RRP or list price. It’s a choice for each

company.Minimum order value (MoV) and minimum order quantity (MoQ)A buy price per item

needs to correspond to a specific minimum order quantity (MoQ).In some instances, if your

products are packed in boxes of 10 products for example, you may prefer to indicate the MoQ

for each product.In addition, it may be convenient for you to add a minimum order value (MoV).

For example, a distributor may order a minimum of 5,000 euros ex-works, San Francisco, US.

This is good for you, as you can then cater for the cost of putting an order together. I have also

seen some of my clients add an extra fee for any order below that minimum order value. This

also encourages your distributor to place larger orders.Payment termsIf you don’t have general

trading terms specified in any other documents or available on your website, you may want to

specify them in your price list.Payment before shipping is well accepted if you are dealing with

a distributor or a client for the first time and it’s their first order. After that, the generally

accepted payment term is ‘30 days end of month’. The Italians will push it to 60 days; I think

this is way too long if you are a small business, and 60 days on paper may well end up being

90 days. So, my advice is to keep your payment terms very tight and really stick to this. One of

my clients added a very smart statement to their 30-day payment terms: ‘We reserve the right

to change payment terms if we notice late payments’. It’s simple, and gives you the opportunity

to put a regular late payer back to payment in advance.Delivery timeIt is also good to indicate

generic delivery times by air and, if appropriate, by sea.To protect yourself when stating a

delivery time, you should include disclaimers. For example, one of my clients in the electronics

industry states that the delivery time is subject to availability of electronic components, in case

of a shortage at a global level.Other clients like to state the given delivery time can’t be

guaranteed outside the usual quantities ordered. Imagine a scenario where a distributor that

usually orders 90 units per month suddenly orders 500 per month. That’s great, but you may



not be able to ship in the usual 7 to 10 days, and will need a longer delivery time for such

quantities.When stating a delivery time, don’t forget to factor in the typical time it takes your

team to prepare an order, or production time if you don’t have an item in stock.What if I don’t

sell through a distributor?If it’s your strategy to sell direct to very large end-users, ideally you

should quote your list price. If they generate such large volumes for your business that you

would consider better prices than the list price, then you can formalise roughly the same format

of price list as for a distributor.However, the pricing level should still be slightly different. If you

think that down the track this client might buy through a local distributor and not direct from

you, you should make sure you have anticipated a margin for your distributor. When the time

comes for a distributor to look after that client, the distributor can have its own margin.Build

your own distributor price listIt’s now time to formalise your own distributor price list. At the

following link you’ll find templates in English, French and German, and you’ll see an example

below. Adapt them to your own context and trading terms: www.exportia.com.au/downloadsTo

establish your recommended retail price list, you will need to take off the word ‘distributor’ and

remove the distributor price. Remember that the value-added tax (VAT) is different depending

on the country. If you deal in B2B then you can formalise your RRP excluding VAT. For

consumers, you will need to add the VAT.
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